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ENTERING THE CASTLE by Caroline Myss is a powerful 8-CD program that will give you a deeply

personal, revelatory experience of your soul. What is required is that you > Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 

With this richly meaningful and unique audio experience, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll learn to express your

highest potential with grace, and explore a spiritual life that is as deeply directed within as it is

toward the world. --This text refers to the Audio CD edition.
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This is the last Myss CD set or book I ever buy. I had a searing headache after listening to 2 cd's

back to back. Then as I went to the 3rd and 4th cd a consuming depression set in and made me feel

like not getting out of bed. Several times I had nodded out and had to replay the disk. I agree with

other reviewers that Caroline seems more scolding in her tone than nurturing but I do see the

reason for it. Yet her voice does become really irritating by the 3rd cd. I was told by another

reviewer that in one of her latest seminars, people in the audience were walking out. I just want to

know how she went from energy medicine to communing with God. This tells me that when you've

established a name you can write or lecture on any subject and people will flock to you....for a while.

I think Caroline has shot her load as far as pertinant things to say. Its ok, she has walked away with

millions from all her lectures,books and materials and now she can just pick any subject she wants.

She can laugh all the way to the bank.I forced myself(big mistake) to listen to all 9 cd's. When she

told the audience that Theresa communicated with her when she was onstage getting ready to give

her talk and also sent her a bookmark from England "somewhere" signed Theresa of Avila, I knew



why they were selling 9 CD's so cheaply. Basically all she is saying is that we cant pray expecting to

get something and also that we have to serve God not pray like it is a personal wish list. That could

have all been said on one CD. Me thinks Caroline is stuck in the 5th chakra(throat/communication)

and cant escape. She is a brilliant woman, but I think she went over the edge here. And so many

people gave this 5 stars? Im amazed. Please someone tell me how they were able to use all the

filler she stuck into this lecture to enhance their own life? For me it just made me completely

depressed at having no ability to do any of the things she discussed and I doubt she can either.

Booooooring!I will be selling my set on the web shortly. Waste of money. I am a life coach and was

hoping to find a spiritual entrance to help peoples life expand. Not here!

Based on the writing of Teresa of Avilla and aside from a bit interesting history about Teresa and the

time she lived, the message is pretty simple: Go Within. Here's the pathway to your soul. No bells,

candles, angels. You, God, get going.Mysss wastes no time in letting the audience know that this

isn't for the faint hearted. If you're looking for a way to visualize a new job, love or body in a

Insert-Prayer-Get-Miracle way. This isn`t it. It`s about standing right where you are and

surrendering.Each cd contains a lesson with a prayer and a meditation as she guides the listener

through the castle.The meditations were a bit rushed but they are outlines and I didn't feel it

intended that they were made to be played over and over again. The "rooms" of the castle are

meant to be explored and added onto in our own fashion. Myss isn't doing anyone's work for them.

We have our own souls to explore in our own time.

I have long been a fan of Caroline, however, I agree with the other reviews that said she seems to

have developed a real contempt for her audience.She goes off on a real tear, instead of getting on

with whatever information she has on Teresa and her work. She has a shrill, harping, preachy

manner and dramatic voice intonations which make it hard to even follow what she's trying to

say!I'm so very disappointed in what she seems to have become...void of love and caring for others.

Her harsh rants make her meditations seem hypocritical.

I have read and listened to MANY of Caroline Myss books and cd's and I find this is her best work

yet! Before I bought this set from , I read all of the previous reviews and read that some reviewers

felt that Caroline was rude or harsh. (I did not agree with some of the below poor reviews. Why?

After listening to Caroline Myss on HayHouse Radio and on many of her previous CD's, I found Ms.

Myss a very inpsiring and enlightening teacher. This CD set and also the book are for people that



who are seeking serious spiritual enlightment and want to go on a very deep spiritual journey of the

soul. After listening to many of her works, including Entering the Castle, I believe that she is very

serious and dedicated to her work. Because she is so very passionate about her work, she has

such deep feeling and expresses this passion in all of her lectures/CD's, including this one. For me,

I love it that she is so very emphatic and direct in her delivery of her message on the CD's. That for

me, is necessary for my SOUL and HIGHER SELF to listen and so that my spiritual journey is a

wonderful change for the better. This teaching on these CD's are not just to listen to once and

forget, they are meant to be listened to many times so you can better your soul. The Castle CD's

are her best so far, and I will listen to them again for my soul's growth. Thanks Caroline!
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